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My name is William Curtis Woolf. I respectfully submitted to you my epic political-economic thesis, now
in print and e-book formats. Illustrated in fictional scenarios, it features a viable new way for everyone
with less than $1 Million in annual income to be a prosperous retail owner in their own individual stores,
within their own wholesale global corporation, called the Independent People’s International Enterprise
Inc.
This ground-breaking economic system actually achieves synergetic economic equilibrium, previously
thought impossible, using my new design of Universal Integrated Competition. I demonstrate MiddleClass Capitalism, using sensationally intertwined fictional stories and true events, to illustrate exactly
how it all works in the real world, in the enclosed book called Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous, or DWI.
In this book’s pages, Middle-Class Capitalists beat the rich corporate oligarchs at their own game, the
international corporation game. This new micro-economic system is controlled by the People as owners
within their own massive corporation. A free share of stock is issued to anyone who signs up, and people
will join MCC just for that. All 7 billion+.
Concepts, models and systems of Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC, are all proven in my DWI book’s
thesis, and in my associated Technical Book at MiddleClassCapitalism.com. The DWI book and my
website, together demonstrate in detail my epic political-economic thesis. Following is a brief overview.
•
•
•
•

Every MCC member gets a free share of their own corporation’s stock when they join.
They all compete with every other MCC COG-CO store, online and on-land, in the world.
Every owner receives 100% of their mother corporation’s net profits in the form of premium
stock value, based on how much stock they each own.
All activities of commerce will be conducted in a new cyber-secure MCC Internet system called
Your Space World, which provides a cyber security guarantee.

Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous is my fictionally illustrated epic thesis, which I hereby submit to you for
your scrutiny and analysis. It is designed as a system of capitalism for the People. Its results and benefits
are ownership with optimal profits and security, guaranteed by design to include all the support anyone
needs to succeed, in their own powerful People's Corporation.
Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC, benefits the masses, the working class, poor and disabled persons
everywhere on earth. MCC creates a synergistic economic equilibrium, balancing prosperity and justice,
in partnership with the wealthy. All humankind will have the same economic interests in their massive
international corporation. Please enjoy reading.
Respectfully,

William Curtis Woolf

